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HOW TO WRITE A REVIEW PAPER?
R. Kalpana Sastry1
Nature fits all her children with something to do,
He who would write and can’t write, can surely review.
- JAMES RUSSEL LOWELL.
The word "review" means 'to go over again'. In scientific terms, it
connotes both a compilation as well as a critical examination of
documents. In other words, it is a narrative presentation or reformulation
of existing information on a topic derived from various sources. It is an
intermediary between a specialized scientific article and a textbook.
Scientists often become increasingly busy in their research activities and
do not have sufficient time to devote to write a complete text-book.
However, they are often willing to write a comprehensive review
article/paper. A review paper is not an original publication and the main
purpose is to review previously published literature and put it into some
kind of perspective. One review paper could replace a number of primary
articles and the reader would need to read only one article or would be
directed to the primary sources or documents. A true effective review
paper will be a pacesetter that stimulates further research efforts, and also
plays a very significant role in shaping the nature of that research. Thus,
review literature is secondary literature, mainly composed of primary
publications in which information about a subject is compiled, evaluated,
criticized and includes carefully compiled bibliography.
1. Motives for publishing reviews
To keep up with literature relevant to the scientists' special subject area
and that of the related areas, reviews are important information sources for
scientists. In a survey conducted in some of the European countries on
productivity of review articles on agriculture topics (Huisman and Koster,
1979), a large number of respondents were of the view that review articles
are essential because:
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•
•
•
•

The impossibility of any person being able to read all primary
publications relevant to his Work
Language barrier - reviewing primary literature published in
different languages provide information that scientists might
otherwise miss
Decreasing accessibility of primary literature to scientists due to
financial crunch
Presence of reviews in journals increases the value of journals

2. Characteristics of a review
In format, a review paper is not very different from a well-organized term
paper or thesis. Review paper is usually long, typically ranging between
10 to 50 printed pages. The subject is fairly general, compared with that of
research papers and provides an overview of the subject and a point of
entry into the available literature. The review papers are much more than
annotated bibliographies, and offer critical evaluation of the published
literature and often provide important conclusions based on that literature,
which will identify the strengths and weaknesses that characterize the
current knowledge.
An effective review paper provides an element of synthesis and indicates
the significance of the subject to other areas of scientific endeavor. It
normally covers a number of highly specialized subjects which will be
read by many peers and also by the many experts in the related fields. The
style of writing can be more general than a research paper with a style
which is little bit verbose rather than cryptic. The characteristics of this
secondary form of scientific literature are:
1. No original research reported
2. Comprehensiveness of coverage
3. Subject should be of a broad appeal and controversial
4. Authoritative
5. Pinpointedness
6. Exhaustiveness
7. Timeliness of publication
8. Readable
9. Large number of references and pages
10. Indexed or flagged as reviews by secondary periodicals
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3. Organization and outline
Like a research paper, however, it is the organization of the review paper
that is important. There is no prescribed organization for review papers
and one has to develop his own style. When we visualize the review paper
in terms of research paper we see an introduction part that is expanded,
parts of materials and methods, result which are deleted (unless original
data is being presented) and the discussion part which is extended). A
cardinal rule for writing a review paper is to prepare an outline which
will help in organizing the paper systematically. Obviously, this outline
has to be prepared before writing, after assessing whether review journal
would be interested in such a manuscript. Preparation of such an outline is
desirable, since it often elicits constructive suggestions from editorial
consultants.
A well-constructed outline would have:
• Introduction
• Sections of the theme indicated in the title in three to four parts
• Discussion
• Conclusions
• Literature cited
Introductory paragraphs are important and have to be well written as the
readers are much influenced by this part of a review paper. The readers are
likely to decide whether to read or not to read, based on what they find in
the first few paragraphs. Some form of conclusion is an essential
component of a review paper as it covers a subject in depth, and one
should write the conclusion in a systematic and analytical manner. It is
essential to summarize a difficult subject to the satisfaction of both the
expert and a casual reader.
4. Functions of reviews
Review paper as a secondary publication has three important major
functions to perform.
4.1. Current awareness
Reviews enable scientists and scholars to maintain current awareness of
present activity in their own field of research/interest. This is necessary to
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avoid unintended duplication of research and identify areas for further
research.
4.2. Tutorial function
Reviews are useful to students in understanding new subjects and to
specialists and researchers in continuing education or in obtaining an
overview of a subject outside their field of specialization before
commencing a new project.
4.3. Bibliographic function
Reviews are almost invariably accompanied by comprehensive
bibliographies of primary documents reviewed, and are, therefore, useful
as bibliographic tools in making retrospective literature searches.
5. Types of reviews
Before writing a review, it is good to determine the critical requirements
of the journal to which the manuscript is planned to submit, as some
journals demand critical evaluation of the literature, whereas others are
more concerned with bibliographic completeness. Often, the old review
journals prefer and some demand authoritative and critical evaluation of
the published literature. But some of the annual reviews, advances, year
book series publish reviews designed to compile and to annotate, but not
necessarily to evaluate the papers published on a particular subject during
a defined time period.
In the earlier days, the review papers tended to present historical analysis,
where the reviews were often organized in chronological order. This type
of review is now in less practice. Today, most review media prefer either
"state of the art" or review that provides a new understanding of a rapidly
moving field, where the recent literature on the subject is catalogued or
evaluated. If you are reviewing a subject that has not been previously
reviewed, or one in which polemics or misunderstandings have developed,
more coverage of the historical foundations would be more appropriate. If
the subject has been effectively reviewed earlier, then the starting point for
review would be the actual date upto which the literature has been
reviewed.
Broadly, we can sum up the review into five types:
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1. Critical evaluative, interpretive, speculative (e.g. annual reviews;
monograms and review of reviews)
2. State of the art or trend report
3. Historical; bibliographical (Bare documentation list. Annotated
documentation list)
4. Tutorial or explanatory (Review periodicals, Encyclopedias)
5. Technical application
6. Usefulness of reviews
The impact of reviews on a piece of research in progress is similar to that
of any type of information. The reviews may aid in:
1. Attaining a proper perspective of a field of knowledge, be it known
or unknown field.
2. Alerting service
3. Reference and fact finding devices
4. Source of inspiration for continued interest or for stimulation or
work in unfamiliar fields
5. Selection of specific subject for research
6. Guidance in work and clarification of ideas
7. Supporting the type of approach adopted
8. Avoiding unintended and unnecessary duplication
9. Modification of work
7. Index to scientific reviews
Since publication of Theodore Bestermen's World Bibliography of
Bibliographies (4th ed., Societal Bibliographic, Lausanne, 1965-1966),
there has been no comprehensive multidisciplinary index or bibliographic
control mechanism for the scientific review literature. Although some of
the review literature has been indexed and identified by various
specialized abstracting and indexing services, these services are limited by
their own subject coverage constraints, has identified relatively little
material. The reporting of the literature time lag many times is six months
to three years such sources include the Bibliography of Medical Reviews
begun in 1955, to cover the field of clinical medicine, the subject index to
Biological Abstracts, which codes review literature in its various indexes
and abstracts with the designation "R". The Science Citation Index (SCI)
also, in the Citation Index and Source Index sections, identifies with an
"R" code narrative, categorical, and critical reviews appearing in the most
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important review journals, monographic review series and primary
journals. Over 10,000 such articles are so identified each year in the
Science Citation Index.
On seeing the deficiencies of the existing bibliographic control methods
for covering, indexing and locating reviews, the Institute for Scientific
Information designed and published a Index to Scientific Reviews (IRS)
the first issue appeared in 1975 as a half-yearly publication. The goal of
"complete" bibliographic control of all Scientific Reviews and review type
articles. Index to Scientific Reviews covers the entire spectrum of over
100 subject disciplines in the sciences, medicine and technology. Searches
performed in the Index to Scientific Reviews will identify in a matter of
minutes, review and "review type" materials which have been selected
from over 3000 principal scientific journals and review publications from
the world's literature. It is observed that about 26,000 review articles are
being covered in Index to Scientific Reviews.
7.1. Sections of Index to Scientific Reviews (IRS)
Reviews contained in index to scientific reviews are indexed in the
following four separate reference sections, each employing a different
method than the others but cross referenced for ease of searching. In
addition to the four sections mentioned below, the index to scientific
reviews also provides a list of source publications arranged alphabetically.
7.1.1. Source index
The source index provides a complete cross-referenced author index to the
current review literature appearing in each current Index to scientific
reviews issue, and contains the main entry, a complete bibliographic
description of each source item, as well as a list, by research front
specially number, of all the research front specialties to which that source
item belongs. Main entries are arranged alphabetically by first author.
Each main entry includes all co-authors (to a maximum of nine). All
article co-authors are also listed as cross-referenced entries to the first
author, even if there are more than nine. Anonymous articles, alphabetized
by journal title, are listed at the beginning of the source index.
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7.1.2. Permuterm Subject Index (PSI)
Permuterm Subject Index is an alphabetic list of significant words from
the titles and sub-titles of all the current review articles listed in the source
index. Significant words from the names of all research front specialties
listed in the Index to scientific reviews. Each significant word, or in some
cases word-phrase, is listed alphabetically as a main entry or primary term,
and is paired with all other significant words in a title (secondary or coterms) with which the primary term has co-occurred. Each such permuted
word pair from a review primary title is linked to the name of a first author
who has used the word pair in the title of a published review article
covered in the source index. Words from the names of research front
specialties listed in the research front speciality index are linked to a
research front speciality number instead of an author name. This number
provides access to the complete research front speciality name and
bibliography in the research front speciality index.
7.1.3. Corporate index
This Index consists of two sections, geographic and organization. In the
geographic section, source items are arranged alphabetically by the
location of the author's organization. The organization section of the
Corporate Index is an alphabetical list of source author's organizational
affiliations giving the geographic location for each organization. For
further information on any review article, the searcher can use the author
name to enter the source Index. The Corporate Index can be used to locate
review articles emanating from some known center of excellence of
specialized research institution with expertise in the desired research area.
7.1.4. Research front speciality index
The research front speciality index makes use of the documented citation
patterns of publishing scientists to provide searchers with bibliographies of
current reviews, all related to the same area of intense research activity, or
"research front speciality". Each issue lists over 2000 most active research
fronts. The Index is arranged by speciality number each entry in this index
provides the full name of the speciality, and a list of current review articles
which cited into the core literature of the speciality. To use the research
front speciality index, one has to start with an author's name in the source
index or with a little word in the permuterm subject index. Entries in the
source index and the permuterm subject index include speciality Index are
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retrieve a bibliography of current reviews on the speciality subject. Full
bibliographic information for each review article can then be obtained in
the Source Index.
7.1.5. Index to scientific reviews and library reference work
The importance of good review articles for a researcher, educator, and
student lies in the consolidating and integrating character of the review,
which in convenient place brings together makes order of and emphasizes
the significance of widely scattered research articles in particular subject
areas. Providing bibliographic access to the reviews and review type
literature through research front speciality indexing and subject word
indexing, scientists may determine the critical assessment of their own and
others work. Scientists who are to review the significant literature of a new
branch or in mission-oriented research will find the review literature the
fastest and most efficient informational tool for brushing up.
Following are the answers that an Index to scientific reviews can offer:
1. Is there a review on this subject?
2. What is the current view of the validity of this theory?
3. Has this work been extended?
4. Does this work show promise?
5. Has this method been supplemented, improved, and extended?
6. What alternative routes to synthesis exist for this compound?
7. Has this drug been clinically evaluated and discussed in a review
article?
8. Have there been reviews of the validity of these data?
9. Has this technical report been published in a journal?
10. Has this field advanced enough to warrant updating teaching
materials, text book chapters?
11. Who else is working in this field?
12. What published reviews have originated from this center of
specialized research activity?
13. Has this theory or concept found application?
14. What reviews have been written by this expert?
15. Which authors have had experience writing reviews in this field?
Conclusion
A review paper in short, is a comprehensive summary of all that is known
on any particular subject, presented in an organized manner. It presents all
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the views on the subject, however divergent they may be, critically
evaluated and placed in their proper perspective. It usually indicates the
state of the art and suggests the future trends in the field. For a busy
student of the subject, who may not have access to the information
explosion that is happening in the world of science, a good review
provides an opportunity to have an authentic summary of the subject at
hand. Although it is not meant to be a compendium of all the controversies
obtaining in the subject, it is expected to provide important conclusions
based on the available literature. A good review also stimulates further
research in the subject by throwing open the unsolved problems.
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